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Music Departinent
Expands Prograin
Singers and Jazz Ensemble
Will Return to the University

The Governors State Music
Faculty in cooperation with university administration has embarked on a renewed effort to
broaden music instruction for
both majors and student service
courses.

UNIVERSITY PARK - Advising and registration for Weekend
College at Governors State University will be Saturday. July 20.
The information session begins
at 9 a.m. with a continental breakfast. Advising and registration
will be conducted from 10 a.m .
untill p.m.
Weekend College allows students to earn college credit by attending classes Friday evenings
and Saturday mornings and afternoons. The fall trimester classes
begin Sept. 6 and 7.
Students can enroll in the
classes for general study or to
apply them toward a GSU degree
program. The Weekend College
program also gives students the

option of earning a bachelor's degree in business administration or
psychology. or the Board of
Governors Bachelor of Arts
Degree by enrolling in Weekend
College classes.
Advance registration for students in Governors State University's Weekend College program · will be conducted July 15
through 26.
For more information. call Dr.
Dominic Candeloro. director of
the Weekend College Program
He can be reached in the GSU Office of Conferences and Workshops. at (708) 534-5000. x2320.
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For the Fall trimester, a Gospel
Music ensemble will be in·
augurated under the direction of
Mr. Willie Barron and Dr. Richard
McCreary. GSUs University
Singers and the Jazz Ensemble
will be restored following last
year's cancellation due to insuffi('ient funding. The .Jazz ensemble
will be under the direction of Mr.
Walter Henderson. a prominent
jazz artist throughout metropolitan Chicago.
In addition to classical music,
planned course offerings will include contemporary interests in
rock, country western. gospel as
well as commercial music. Computer technology will be emphasized in Music through MIDI.
new recording techniques. the

vanced performance. Non-majors
would have a final evaluation performance arranged by the instructor or, upon special recommendation, be invited to perform for the
Applied music in the areas of
music faculty during the schedbrass, guitar, percussion, piano.
uled jury... This new provision has
voice and woodwinds will be
been made pos ible through University approval of a fee structure
applicable for non-music majors
"All students will now be able
for the amount of $12 per private
to enjoy the 'hands ori exlesson. Group instruction conperience of music as an
tinues to be available for beginacademic elective."
ning students in piano through
Dr. Arthur Bourgeois
courses in Piano Proficiency.
Eight talent tuition-waiver
opened for credit to all GSU
scholarships will be offered to
students. Thus far. applied musi('
new incoming undergraduate or
- private lessons in voice or a
graduate majors in musi(' for the
musical instrument - has been
forthcoming Fall trimester and
restricted to mus1c major alone.
seven scholarship for the Winter
According to Dr. Arthur Bourtrimester. Applicants must pregeois, chairman of the Departsent performance tapes or other
evidence of musical achievement
ment of Fine and Performing
Arts, .. all students will now be able
by August 15th. For further inforto enjoy the 'hands on' experience
rnation about tuition-waivers or
of music as an academic elective.
scholarships contact the Department of Fine and Performing Arts
This would include all stages of instruction from beginner to ,,:a;;,:;d..,-,,__at'9MX2-4"'6""'1:
business of music and multimedia use of computer animation
and video with music applications.
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·Advertise! Says Dr. Rank
UNIVERSITY PARK - Dr.
Hugh Rank believes advertising is
the easy answer to Illinois' public
education funding.
Dr. Rank, a professor of English
literature at Governors State University, has announced "tonguein-cheek" plans for organizing
"Rent-A-Rhetorician," a national
network of professors that will
work with corporate sponsors in
an effort to bring more commercialism into their classrooms.
He intends to introduce more
ads into the schools, not only in the
halls and walls, but also in the
classrooms and blackboards,
podiums and desktops and even
the textbooks. "Only high class
ads," he emphasizes, "nothing
controversial"
While the proposal is a spoof,
Dr. Rank is only laughing halfheartedly because he believes the
crush of advertising has happened
already in the hundreds of schools
that adopted Channel One.
Dr. Rank is .giving the "soft
sell," the "hard sel~" and every
other advertising technique seen
by thousands of school children. a
thorough review.
In his latest book, "The Pitch:
How to Analyze Advertising," Dr.
Rank discusses the many ways ad·

vertisers are working to develop
early "brand loyalties" and
.. image boosters" among America's youngest consumers.
He says the rapid success of
Channel One "is due to the common attitude that 'advertising
doesn't affect me!' Most people

don't take ads seriously as units
of persuasion ·•
Channel One, developed by
Christopher Whittle, IS a current
events program packaged with advertising. The 12-minute segments are seen daily by students
in an estimated 8,000 schools. In
(Continued on page 7)

Dr. Hugh Rank is suggesting a" Rent-A-Rhetorician'' network of professors working in conjunction with advertisers to sponsor more
commercialism in classrooms. His spoof on Channel One is tbe
Governors State University professor's way of drawing attention to
the need to educate the masses on the methods of advertising
persuasion.
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GOVERNORS STATE
UNIVERSITY STUDENT
IJFE PROGRAMS, SERVICES
AND FACIUTIES
WELCOME TO GOVERNORS
STATE, A BOARD OF GOVER·
NORS UNIVERSITY
We want you to know at the outset that you are encouraged to
take advantage of all of the outside
classroom experiences possible.
We believe that your chances for
student success increase drama·
tically if you have a student life
support network of involvement
on campus!
Advisory Boards
Budget Board, Childcare Programs, Campus Community Center, Council for Cultural Diversity, Election Committee, Intra·
mural-Recreation, Recognition
Board, Student Program Action
Board, Student Communication
Media Board and the Student Or·
ganization Council.

Campus Community Center
The student place on campus. It
has lounges, television, swimming, table and video games, rae·
quetball, exercise room, gymnasium, locker rooms and showers, outing equipment center, student leadership office, Campus
Ministries, Student Life Staff and
Services Offices, student typing
room, cafe seating and the Student Newspaper Innovator Office.
Campus Childcare Programs
We have five program options
open to all students as well as
faculty, staff and off campus
members of the Campus Community Center.
Campus Ministries
Clergy are available for pastoral care as well as workshops.
Clubs and Student Organizations
Any ten interested students can
form a club on our campus. We
average over thirty student organizations each trimester. These
organizations can be formed for
any legal purpose.

Jy!y 18. 1991

Intramural-Recreation Programs
Class and informal sport opportunities are available for you.
Tournaments can be held in individual sports and club sports
can be formed also.
Leadership Development
Students can participate in
workshops, seminars and retreats intended to expand their individual and group leadership
skills.
Model United Nation Participation
Governors State participates in
the national and regional programs. This program is coor·
dinated by the Office of Student
Life with the assistance of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Multi-Cultural Programs
The university and the Office of
Student Life are committed to
celebratin~ as a strength our
cultural, racial and ethnic diversity on our campus. Program opportunities offered each trimester.
Recognition Programs
Numerous national and local

awards for students are coor·
dinated by the Office of Student
Life. Tuition Waivers Stipends
and Student Media Awards are
granted each trimester to deserving students involved in student
life programs on campus.
Special Events
Students are offered cultural,
social, family and general interest
options each semester. These are
intended to expand the cultural
base of the campus environment
as well as providing for more support network development. Stu·
dents can participate in the
planning of major events through
the OSL as well as recommend
and receiving funding for smaller
events on campus through the Student Program Action Council.
Student Media
We have a student newspaper, a
literary magazine and a video
magazine. New media opportunities for students can be
developed each trimester.
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'Fake Shrubbery' Alive and Growing
by Richard Van Pelt
The posters around school
state: "Art at Governors State, the
Best Kept Secret in Illinois." The
second best kept secret may be
the wealth of theatrical groups
located near Governors State
University. The youngest of
these is the "Fake Shrubbery
Theatrical Company" and is
based in the Park Forest
Centre.
The playhouse name "Fake
Shrubbery" was adopted from a
Monty Python skit referring to an
actors wig. The group was founded in Homewood during 1987 and
was expanded in 1988. The talent
is recruited primarily from the
local area although each role
may draw as many as 50 actors auditioning, many from
Chicago.

Student Governance
Students can elect represen·
tatives to a Student Senate as well
as a student member of our
governing board and a representative to the state governing board.
Special Services
These services are available
through the Student Life Service
Office. A2201. Call extension
2122.
...Housing information .. .lockers .. .identification card ... Campus Community Center spouse
rates ... family use information
... complimentary tickets to on and
off campus events as available
... outing equipment including
camping, cross country skiing and
bicycling and more.
All of the above programs. services and facilities are coordinated by the Office of Student
Life, under the direction of the
Director of Student Life and his
staff. You can call 708-534-5000
extensions 2123, 2124, 2122, or
708-534-3844 for additional
information.

During 1990 the group performed ''When are You Coming
Back Red Ryder1" at the Illinois
Theater Center. It is an award winning drama by Mark Medox
originally titled "The Petrified
Forest" The drama takes place in
a deserted diner in New Mexico
which is taken over by a hippie and
his girlfriend. Five hostages are
held at gunpoint for twelve hours,
resulting in their lives changing
drastically forever. The play is
a strong statement about the ef·
fects of trauma on ordinary
people.
Fake Shrubbery's last production was "The Twilight Zone," a
professional and accurate portrayal of the T.V. series. The most
innovative part of the production
was the addition of short comedy
skits as commercials. Local
businesses received memorable
sketches from the cast instead of

the usual printed advertisements
on the program Both were funny
and entertaining additions to the
production.
Fake Shrubbery's next production will run from July 25th
through August 17th. They have
chosen to pair dramas with
comedies.
Week one, on Wednesday and
Thursday evening will show the
comedy "Woman Haters Club"
coupled with the drama" A Couple
of White Chicks Sitting Around
Talking.'' Friday and Saturday
evenings change to the comedy
"The Producers" teamed with the
dramatic "Cowboys Two." The
following week the plays are alternated so all plays may be seen on
the same day of the week. Curtain
is 8:30 each evening.
For information or reservations call 957-9614.

Cynthia Mitchell
Employee
of the Month
Cynthia Mitchell of the Business Office is the July employee of
the month. She has earned this
distinction because she demonstrates exceptional ability in the
tasks associated with her position.
Mitchell can handle problems
for anyone who does business with
the cashier's office and those who
do nol She can expedite matters
in a timely manner and with great
professionalism. Those whose
desks are in the area can attest to
the fact that she is consistently
courteous and helpful to all even
when these same people are giving her the proverbial hard time.
She just stays calm even though
it's the person's own faull
She is very friendly and helpful
and if she can't find the answer she

Cynthia Mitchell
will find someone who can.
Working with the public can be
quite a task, but Cynthia has a way
about her that puts one's thoughts
into a better perspective.
Mitchell consistently displays a
high level of motivation. She's
always cheerful, smiles a lot and
does her job with much en·
thusiasm She should definitely be
Employee of the Month!

SBDC Offers Specialized Services
Helps Many to Get Started in Busine s
UNIVERSITY PARK - The
Small Business Development
Center (SBDC) at Governors State
University helped newly organized businesses receive $2.17
million in funding during 1990.
Of 26 loan applications that
SBDC worked on, 21 received
funding from local and regional
banks, from the federally-funded
Small Business Administration,
and from state agencies.
The Small Business Develop-
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ment Center offers specialized
services in counseling small
businesses, business start-ups,
technology transfer, management
assistance and loan packaging.
Counseling services are provided by the SBDC staff. faculty
members from Governors State,
an in-house loan consultant and
members of the Service Corps of
Retired Executives (SCORE). Additional counseling is available at
the Tech Center in Harvey.
During 1990, the SBDEC coun-

seled 603 clients at the center. An
estimated 530 people attended
various workshops and seminars
sponsored by the SBDC.
Christine Cochrane, director of
the SBDC at GSU, said one
measure of economic development is the creation and retention
of jobs. SBDC clients in the region
reported 132 new jobs were
created, and 12 jobs were retained
with SBDC assistance. Also, 27
business start-ups and 10 business
expansions were reported.

1701 E. 53rd Street
Chicago IL 60615

TRAVEL SPECIALS
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Stuart & Lauren Sax
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Flossmoor Commons

332S Vollmer Road
Flossmoor IL 6CM22

Mon. • Sat. 10.6; Thur. til9

957·7463

WALT DISNEY WORLD
Orla11do
AUJ,'USI22-26, 1991
W9.00 Ptr Adult
$189.00 pcrCiuh.l
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MARDI GRAS '92
New Orleans
$+10.00 per. person

$2-l9 per. person

CANCUN, MEXICO
Deccmbc:r 1~. IWI
$67'J.OO per penon

Rala are per. penon, bll5ed oo double oa:upaacy
Ralcs are MlbJCCl to Change
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For More: lnforma!JOn call
EVENTS av D£SIGN
(312) 324-3334
9a.m.-Sp.m.
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Office of
Career Services
RoomB1109
(708) 534-5000
ext. 2183

Career Designs
By Dan Amari

Carefully Plan for Graduate School
If you are considering graduate
scbool as your next step, it is important to consider such a decision carefully. Graduate work Is
an intensified and specialized
course of study requiring a great
deal of time and energy, attending
graduate school also requires a
large financial commitment. Your
decision to attend graduate school
should be the result of careful introspection and planning.
The first issue to consider in
making plans for graduate work is
timing. Is it necessary for your
12eer/personal goals to attend
graduate school directly after
receiving your bachelor's degree?
Do the graduate programs in your
field of interest look more
positively on applicants witb
some work experience behind
tbem? Can you acquire an entrylevel position in your field and
have your employer send you on
for graduate work when job responsibillties require more trainin~'! Is your interest In graduate
work personal or professional? If
person, do you feel ready and able
to make the necessary time and
fmandal commi
nts? If

• fessionaJ, is it imperative that you
pursue graduate traininc now in
order to further your career goals?
Obviously, there are many questions to ask yourself before mak·
ing the decision to attend graduate
school. It is important to set your
personal and professional goals
and priorities before looking at
graduate work as an option. Here
are some specific questions to
ask yourself:
- How do you feel about studyin~'! Do you feel ready to continue
your studies in a more intense and
specialized manner?
- Do you know what course of
study you want to pursue in graduate school? Can you imagine
focusing your energies on that
subject area extensively?
- Can you afford more schooling? Graduate school, in the short
term. Is not an income producing
venture, and fmancial aid for
graduate students has diminished considerably.
- What are you hoping to accornpllsb throoP graduate work
(the cballenge of mastering a P.8"ticular aeademiC specialty, a job
advanced study, etc.)?

Dr. Judith Lewis
Named GSU's Distinguished
Professor for 1991-92
UNIVERSITY PARK - Dr.
Judith Lewis. professor of drug
and alcohol abuse sciences. has
been named the 1991-92 Distinguished Professor at Governors State University.
Dr. Lewis. who has been a
member of the GSU faculty since
1984. was selected for her excellence in teaching. research and
creative activities. and service to
the university
Dr. Lewis" classroom often is
considered an incubator for ideas.
She challenges students to critique current practices in the field
of alcohol and drug abuse and to
develop new methods.
"What we do is try to make our
students ask hard questions and
go in new directions:· she said.
··we don"t have them just accept
treatment methods but move the
field in to other (directions). We're
training tomorrow"s leaders ."
Dr. Lewis sets good examples
for her students. When employee
assistance programming for drug
and alcohol abuse became a
priority in business and industry.
the professor developed a course.
··Alcoholism/Employee Assistance Programs in Business and Industry.'" to address students'
interests in the field .
Concerns about drunk driving

Dr. Judith Lewis
led her to organize a conference to
debate appropriate societal. political and legal responses to the
problems resulting from drunk
driving.
The professor varies her teaching methods. She is comfortable in
a variety of formats. including
lecture/discussion. seminar. practicum and correspondence. Dr.
Lewis also works at keeping
course materials current in a field
that is changing constantly.
Students consistently have had
positive things to say about Dr.
Lewis. Most call her an excellent
professor with a clear command
of the subject matter. One said.··-

- Are you going to graduate
scbool as a last resort - because
you can't find a job in YOW' field or
don't want to tackle tbe employment market?
Carefully think through the
above listed questions, and before
pursuing graduate work:
- Explore tbe job market in
your field of interest See if there
are opportunities open at the
bacbelor's degree level Remember- the employment market,
like graduate school. requires
time, patience and hard work.
-Research graduate programs
thoroughly to detennine how your
time will be spent, wbat tbe fmancial obligations will be, and bow
you will be able to use your graduate cle8Re in the job llllll'ketor. iD
your future plans.
-Do some self exploration. Try
to detennine if you are ready for
graduate scbool and tbe time and
energy commitments graduate
work entails. Speak witb a career
counselor at tbe Office of Career
Services if you feel you need help
in defining your career goals.
Researcbinl programs tbor·
can involve a varlet of

Judy makes learning thoughtprovoking and stimulating, "
Another said. "Judy presented the
lectures well and strongly encouraged class participation. She
gave plenty of latitude in expressing views and in no way negated
others' considerations. This is my
third class with Judy. and she is
getting better all the time."
Dr. Lewis said GSU's uniqueness makes teaching interesting.
"One of the things that"s wonderful
about teaching at GSU is the mature student body'' where the
average age is 34 and many
students share their own experiences in the classroom. That
interaction is refreshing. she said.
"I expect them to learn from one
another. and I learn from them
too."
A licensed psychologist and a
certified employee assistance
professional. Dr. Lewis has written nine books and nine articles or
chapters in books. The topics vary
from '"Health Counseling.·· ··counseling Women Over the Life Span··
and "Counseling Adolescents: Individual. Family and School Interventions.··
She has developed a national
reputation as an articulate and
knowledgeable presenter. and has
delivered workshops on a variety
of subjects throughout the •
United States.
Dr Lewis serves on the
editorial board of "'Family and Ad·
dictions·· and is an associate
editor of "'Topics in Family Psychology and Counseling."' She is

sources:
- Peeple - faculty members,
people working in your fJeld of ~
terest. university alumni can all
provide useful information and
sugestions regarding graduate
study choices, programs, etc.
- IJIInrles - contain many
references for graduate schools
including Peteneu Guides to
Gndute Slady and specialty
guides offering information on
programs in specific fields of
study.
- Profeuiollal Anecl8tiaM often serve as clearinghouses for
information related to their respective fields of work. You can
write for information and lists of
accredited programs.
- G[p&IM SeMoll - are the
best sources themselves for
detailed information on programs
of interest to you. You may even
wisb to visit acme schools so you
can speak with faculty members
and currently enrolled students.
Once you acquire information
on a variety ot graduate procrams in your area of interest. you
can then begin to narrow down
thole schools to ones to wbicb you
the membership chair for the
International Association of
Marriage and Family Counselors.
serves on the media committee
for the National Career Development Association. and on the program committee for the national
conference of the Association for
Counselor Education and Supervision.
At Governors State. Dr. Lewis is
completing her second term as
president of the GSU Faculty
Senate. She is credited with uniting various groups and creating
productive committees to focus
on university concerns. She also
has served on a variety of university committees.

Volunteers
Needed
Child care volunteers for preschoolers are wanted by the
Southlake Center for Mental
Health in Merrillville.
Volunteers are needed to help
out with youngsters at locations in
Crown Point and Merrillville.
Volunteers will give four hours of
time each week during weekday
mornings. Training and orientation are provided to interested
applicants.
For a volunteer application call
the volunteer coordinator at the
Southlake Center for Mental
Health, 8555 Taft Sl, Merrillville
at 769-4005.

would like to apply. Wbentryingto
choose programs, consider the
focus of tbe program. course/
thesis requirements, oppor·
tunities for practical experience,
caliber of students, size of program. faculty (Wbo are they? What
kinds of research/writing have
they done?), and the future prospects for graduates. Allow yourself a range in the types of
programs to which you apply.
Choose some that are top quality,
but since competition for admission to graduate school is keen.
you may also want to include some
alternative choices to help ensw:e
your admission
Graduate study may indeed be
in your future- for good reasons.
both personal and professional
But taking the time and energy to
consider your options thoroulbly
will make your ultimate decision a
more healthy one. Once again. if
you're deliberating tbe options
and would like some assistance,
the staff in the Office of Career
Services would be pleased
belp.

Aug. 9 Deadline
for Degree
Seeking Students
UNIVERSITY PARK -

The

credential deadline is Aug. 9 for
students planning to enroll as
degree-seeking students at Gov·
ernors State University for the fall
trimester.
Degree-seeking students have
determined which major they will
enroll in to earn either bachelor's
or master's degrees.
Degree-seeking students must
have their application and transcripts on file with the GSU Office
of Admissions and Student Recruitment by Aug. 9 for processing
and evaluation.
Application approval will allow
the students to register during
general registration Aug. 27 and
28. The fall trimester begins
Sept. 3.
GSU also accepts students at
large who want to enroll in classes
without making a definite decision on their future course of
study. Those studenls also will be
allowed to register during general registration.
Prospective students can call
the GSU Office of Admissions and
Student Recruitment at (708) 5345000. extension 2518, for more
details.

,

Do You Think That
The Thong Bathing
Suit Should Be Outlawed
On Public Beaches?

Carolyn Hupe
Teacher Lutheran Jr. Highschool
Homewood
One lady was complaining
because the children saw them
It's like a little G-string. Personally I think they look terribly uncomfortable. I wouldn't outlaw the
long ones.

6

Beverly Dudley
UG(CBPA)
Roseland
No comment other than I personally wouldn't wear it.

Counselor's Column
by Judi Hinga

RATED X

Values can predict how we see
the world, what occupations we
choose and how we relate to
others. The story below will help
you to define yourself and your
friends. Get together with a few
people and rate the comparative
"awfulness" of each of the five
characters. Number one is the
worst; number five is the least offensive. Does everyone agree?
Who's right? If you want your
opinions known come give me
your ratings (B-1109). ru publish
the results next month.

THE ALUGATOR
RIVER STORY
Rated "X":
Once upon a time there was a
woman named Abigail who was in
love with a man named Gregory.
Gregory lived on the shore of a
river. Abigail lived on the opposite

~

shore ofthe river. The river which
separated the two lovers was
teeming with man-eating alligators.
Abigail wanted to cross the river
to be with Gregory. Unfortunately,
the bridge had been washed out.
So she went to ask Sinbad, a river
boat captain, to take her across.
He said he would be glad to if she
would consent to go to bed with
him preceding the voyage. She
promptly refused and went to a
friend named Ivan to explain her
plight. Ivan did not want to be involved at all in the situation.
Abigail felt her only alternative
was to accept Sinbad's terms. Sinbad fulfilled his promise to
Abigail and delivered her into the
arms of Gregory.
When she told Gregory about
her amorous escapade in order to
cross the river, Gregory cast her
aside with disdain. Heartsick and
dejected, Abigail turned to Slug
with her tale of woe. Slug, feeling
compassion for Abigai~ sought
out Gregory and beat him brutally.
Abigail was overjoyed at the sight
of Gregory getting his due. As the
sun sets on the horizon, we hear
Abigail laughing at Gregory.

Volunteers Needed
for (SCORE)
UNIVERSITY PARK - Volunteers are ne~ed for the Service
Corps of Retired Executives
(SCORE) at Governors State
University.
SCORE is a volunteer branch of
the U.S. Small Business Administration. Participants share their
executive counseling clients at the
Small Business Development

Center at GSU. a grant-support
unit funded by the U.S. Small
Business Administration and the
Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs.
Retired executives with questions or those willing to volunteer
are asked to call the Small Business Development Center at (708)
534-3713.

Anita Cantwell
UG(COE)
Frankfort
No. I think you should be able to
decide what you want to wear. I
personally feel that they are indecent but you see everything on
television and the movies and
everywhere. It's nothing shocking
any more.

Baroness Elsa Frankenstein
Newlywed
Transylvania
They are monstrous. The proctologists will become very rich.

Tony Peacock
UG(CPBA)
University Park
If they want to buy them they
should be able to buy them They
want to wear them to beach they
can. If you don't want to look you
don't have to. You go to the beach
to go swimming that's fine. You're
going to see anything you want
to see.

Archaeological Society to
Hold Monthly Meeting
The South Suburban Archaeological Society will meet Thursday, July 18, 1991 at the Marie
Irwin Center, 18120 Highland
Avenue, Homewood, IL. There is
no admission charge and the
public is invited.
Would you like to know or better
understand how to approach the
removal of artifacts from a site so
as to preserve the delicate
remains that are on or in them?
Cleaning or scraping may destroy

the evidence for all time. There is
the problem of identifying materials. What is a corroded or oxidized lump? Is an object ivory
or bone?
Catherine Sease, Anthropology
Department, Field Museum of
Natural History, will demonstrate, with slides, the problems
and techniques of archaeological
conservation by taking you
through a typical day at an excavation site.

Safe packing of artifacts for
removal from the site and the
securing of a partially excavated
site during the periods when the
archaeologist are not present will
be covered.
For aC:ditional information call
Roy Miller at 708/798-4583 or
Florence Peterson at 708/7983998.
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Faculty Subject to Proficiency
The university bas developed a
procedure for receiving student
complaints concerning the oral
English language proficiency of
faculty providing classroom in·
struction and shall process complaints under this complaint
procedur~. Th~ proc~ur~ is
briefly summarized here. A complete description oft he procedur~
is presented in th~ university
CataJoc. A student who has a complaint regarding a faculty member·s oral English language
proficiency should. see his/her
division chair and make this complaint in writing.

Complaints presented' to the
division chairperson or the dem
of the college will be investigated
by the chairperson by appropriate means. including but not
limited to classroom visitation. U
upon completion of the investigation. the department chairperson
fmds the faculty member's oral
English language proficiency is
satisfactory. the student may appeal the finding to the dean.
U upon th~ recommendation or
the department chairperson or th~
dean. the President determines
thatthefacultymemb«'soraiEn-

PEACE
CORPS
For
{ortl•tr•~"- .....,, -

glisb language proficiency is unsatisfactoly. the faculty member
will be relieved of teachinc duties
and given an alternate assignment
for the remainder of the academic
tenn. The faculty member wiU be
required t!) develop an. oral English fanguage proficiency im·
provement plan. and his/her oral
English language proficiency will
be reevaluated before. the next
academic term.
Resumption or teaching duties
will not b4!' permitted until the
President determines that the
faculty member has attained a
satisfactory level of oral English
language proficiency.

WORLD WISE PuZZLE
• writ• ... - . _,...,..., UC

-:NI

INSTRUCTIONS: 'n>e Puce Corpe hu .........._.. .m.., ill mon thaa '70 D&liou arow>d lho
world. ByooiVJflllhia puule,you wall learn about- oru- """""'Solve lho CoW' numbered JIIWII• -.Ia and then ...........,ble the leUen ill the ......,.. to produce
the name ollho eow>ll)' darlwled oo lho map at the nth'-

The_..,
........
.,.. c-1nl

Ame~"te.n

.......... alltlhtlw _...,.
INn Soutll Cllnlllna.

I I I I I I I
1. 8pMierd who explored thle 1111tlon In 1513.
2. Nelghboftng Soultl AmerlcM lllltlon known

tor upon of coffM.

3. Title of the hHd of • • of ttW nation.
4. N1 8ltlftcllll watenny tor nevlplion.
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An Open Letter to the GSU Community
I am leaving the University with
mixed emotions: happy ~d excited about going to work at South
Suburban College as Associate
Dean of Extension and Continuing
Education Services. and a sense of
sadness at leaving Governors
tate University and all the people
I've come to know and work with
during the past 11 years.
Space does not permit me to
thank all the individuals personally. but I would like to express my
heartfelt thanks and appreciation
o the units and key individuals
ho have helped me throughout
he years and have helped to make
he Orland Park site a success:

Colleges (deans. professors.
staff) for cheduling the courses
needed at Orland Park and at offcampus sites.
Admissions Office (Dick Pride.
Gladys Rogala and Bill Craig) for
scheduling Admission appointments to recruit and serve new
students and providing us with
countless amounts of materials to
promote the University.
Board of Governors Program
Office (Dr. Lawrence and eoordinators) for scheduling information meetings and presenting the
seminars. These have been highly
successful and they have added
students to the GSU population.

Business Office (Tim Orr.
Joyce Gordon and Peggy) for
keeping me on track with the
leases. inventory and bills!
Office of Career Services (Dan
Amari) for being very cooperative
in developing and holding seminars
at Orland Park. also sending us
countless materials for potential
and current students.
Registrar/Systems Office (all
of the staff) for making sure we
received schedules and forms . for
processing all the registrations.
providing reports. and giving
course enrollment data at a
moment's notice.

Check Your Recipies for Food Safety
Prepared by Mary Keith, Cooperative Extension Service,
Foods and Nutrition july, 1991
ATTENTION YOUTH
ADVISORS!
Take a minute, soon. to sit down
and check all your recipes that
contain eggs. In the last several
years, another kind of Salmonella
bacteria has become increasingly
commoll And Salmonella of all
types mean potential trouble
when they are in your food. The
trouble is vomiting, diarrhea,
headaches and pain. food poisoning that you do not want any time
of the yea~
This newer variety of Salmonella is S. enteriditis. The name is
not as important as the fact that
this kind of bacteria has been
found not just on the shell of eggs,
but inside them even when the
shell is clean and intact We can no
longer go by the adage that if they
are clean and uncracked they are
safe. When this new variety first

NEXT
DEADLINE

AUG. 15

attracted attention, it seemed to
be confined mainly to the East
Coast Now however, it is across
the US, and the USDA is recommending that everyone take precautions to avoid getting sick from
it
They do not recommend that we
avoid eggs, but that we assume
that all eggs might contain the
bacteria Then, since cooking kills
the bacteria. we should only eat
fully cooked eggs. The USDA
recommends that all eggs should
be cooked to at least 160 degree F,
or until there is no chance that any
part of the yolk still remains liquid This means that certain
recipes wemay have used in the
past should no longer be used.
These would include such foods
as:
hollandaise and bearnaise
sauces
homemade mayonnaise

French toast
meringues
homemade ice cream that uses
raw eggs
Ceasar salads or other dressings with raw eggs
soft boiled eggs
***4-H Exploring Outdoor Cooking, pg. 12. No-Bake Coconut
Goodies
Salmonella bacteria multiply
rapidly at room temperatures.
going from 1 bacterium to one
billion in just 20 hours at 77
degrees F. If any uncooked yolk
remains, there is a chance some
bacteria will survive and proceed
to multiply to dangerous numbers. The people most likely to be
affected, or be affected by smaller
numbers of bacteria are the very
young and the elderly. So, protect
your family, friends, or 4-H club.
Throw out any recipes that do not
fully cook the eggs.

"DAMMT AMD THE DEEP BLUE SEA" BEING PRESt:NTED AT PSC

CHICAGO HEIGHTS - The Prairie State College Players
are presenting the play, "Danny and the Deep Blue Sea," on
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Th..i..6 .i.6 a J,toll.y abou-t 6oWL
people: Evt~~.ybody, Somebody,
Anybody and Nobody. Thva.e
&414.6 4ll .impoJLta.nt job to be
done and Eve~~.ybodlj WaJ, aJ,ked
to do U. EvVLybodlj Wa.6 .\Wte
Somebody wou.l.d do U:. A.rujbody
c.ou.t.d have done U bu.t Nobody
d.i.d. U. Somebody got ang.~ty
about .tlu:Lt bec.au.6e U wa.6
Evva.ybody'J, job. Evt~~.ybody
.thought Af'UjbodJj cou.t.d do U:
bu.t NobodJj 11.u..ti..zed tha-t EvVtybod.y wou.l.dn' t do .U. It ended
up that EvVLybod.y blamed Somebody when act.v.aUy Nobody aJ,ke.d
Af'Ujbody.
(Au.tholl. Unknown)

Office of Student Development
(Gwen) for sending test information and a number of bulletins.
Personnel (Barbara Clark. Fran
Lindsay) for helping to sort out
and process all the temporaries at
Orland Park.
Phy ical/Piant Office (all the
staff) for all their work and
advice.
Payroll (Marilyn) for making
sure our sometimes short-term
staff was paid
Central Stores (Glen Klaus and
helpers) for delivering all the furniture. equipment and materials.
Monica Johnson - who made it

easy to work as a team (we were
referred to as the "Bobbsey
Twins·· the first year Orland was
open). in getting the site up. running and stable.
Dick Vorwerk - who started it
all (SP&CE) in 1978. and to a very
special person who is no longer
with us. Barbara Smith.
Office of Conference and Workshops - for the processing and
record-keeping of all the noncredit workshops .
SP&CE - ru thank personallv.
I wish the University and all·it
personnel continued success (and
hopefully more money in the
future) .
·
Sincerely.
Grace Lefebv~e

Students Awarded
Tuition Waivers
The Office of Student Life at
Governors State University has
awarded five students tuition
waivers for the spring/summer
trimester.
The students were selected for
their leadership potential and
current involvement in student

activities.
Recipients are health administration major Nancy Anderson, elementary education major Patricia
Callahan; counseling major Ronald Tunis, interpersonal communication major Linda Daniels
and school psychology major
Catherine Malatl

Free Workshop for School
and Church Choir Directors
to be Pre ented Aug. 7
School and church choir directors are invited to participate in a
free choral music reading session
from 4 to 5:30 p.m Aug. 7 hosted
by Governors State University
and Carl Fischer Music of
Chicago.
Participants are asked to reserve a place by Friday. Aug. 2. for
this event in the Sherman Music
Recital Hall on the GSU campus.
David Lawrence, manager of the

choral department at Carl
Fischer. will lead the session.
Each participant will receive a
free packet of all choral music
presented during the session.
compliments of Carl Fischer
Music.
To reserve a place, or for more
information, call the GSU Division of Fine and Performing Arts
at (708) 534-5000. extension 2461.
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One of Your Better Bad Guys
by Sebrena A. Lewis

Relationships: it's a subject that
has been discussed up, down,
diagonally and sideways. We
spend a lot of time reading about
the issues that can keep our
relationships flourishing and prevent us from falling into those
traps that snare us, shame us and
happen all the time whenever we
love and lose.
Looking back Catherine, 30 and
single, thought she knew the ropes
and would never rush into
marriage just because she was
desperate to have a committed
relationship. She was even able to
shrug off the Yale-Harvard statistical studies that said if a woman
waited until the age of 25, her
chances of ever marrying would
be only 50 percent. At age 30, they
would slip to 20 percent and at age
40 and beyond, to 1 percent.
She acknowledged that it was
important never to allow yourself
to become so submerged in a
relationship that you are unable to
retain a sense of your own identity. However, this turned out to be
her ideal way of approaching the
situation. Reality hit her in the
form of David.

Wh~ther you call it rivalry,
chemtstry or competitive fire, it
was all there the first time
Catherine met David. He represented a particularly lucrative
account for her and she had spent
weeks preparing for this
interview.
"I walked into his office, he
stood up to greet me and we just
locked eyes; for like two minutes"
reminisced Catherine. "Neith~r
one of us cracked. It was like Mike
Tyson and Muhammed Ali meeting for the first time. That's what it
felt like."

Reflecting on the encounter,
Catherine continued, "Finally he
broke the ice by saying, 'I think
your advertising campaign is
terrific. For a small,•independent
agency you've done your homework'." The tension eased and
after that first tense encounter
there were many lighter m<>ments. Catherine didn't get the account but a personal relationship
developed between them.
Engaged in six months and
married within the year, they
were totally committed to each
other, swept up in their own world.

WORKSHOPS AND CLASSES
Romanesque and Gothic illuminated manuscripts, stained
glass, sculpture and structures
will be the subjectofthis Fall's Art
in Context at Governors State University. Treated will be the Christian church as theater for the arts
but will include both Jewish
manuscript illumination and Islamic influences.
Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois, art historian and chairman of Fine and
Performing Arts, will bring to life
the attitudes and preoccupations
ofthe Medieval era in this sixteenweek artistic journey from the time

of Charlemagne until the intr<>duction of Italianate decoration
into northern Europe around 1500.
According to Dr. Bourgeois,
"the Romanesque aesthetic of the
11th and 12th centuries is particularly alluring to 20th century
eyes in its formal abstraction,
grotesque expressiveness, and
imaginative treatment of spiritual
themes. While the Gothic aesthetic stems from a naturalism
and formalism persistent in the
classical heritage. Woven into this
rich tapestry are ornamental
detail, jewelry design, garden
layout, house structure and furnishing, patterns of fortification
and armament, as well as communal celebrations."
ART 520 "Art In Context" will be
offered for 3 units of credit on
Wednesday evenings 7:30-10:20 in
Room El801 Sept 3rd through
Dec. 11th. For further information
telephone the Department of Fine
& Performing Arts, (708) 534-5000
Ex. 2461.
UNIVERSITY PARK - Governors State University is offering
two weekend workshops July 26
and 27 in its alcohol and substance abuse series.
"Substance Abuse Assessment
and Treatment Matching" will
meet from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. both
days on the GSU campus. The program focuses on the diagnostic
process in chemical dependency
treatment using specific criteria.
and matching clients to specific
treatment levels of care. modalities. approaches and therapeutic orientations.
The fee for this workshop is $95
for noncredit. If taken for one
credit hour. tuition is $116.50 for
undergraduates and $120 for
graduates.

UNIVERSITY PARK- Passing
the certified public accountant
(CPA) exam isn't easy.
Governors State University will
help future CPA's prepare for the
November 1991 exam through a
10-week "Comprehensive CPA
Review Course." Registration is
now being accepted.
Classes will meet Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, Aug. 24
through Nov. 2. The CPA exam
will be given Nov. 6, 7 and 8.
Six GSU faculty will instruct
this course. Each has extensive
experience in accounting and each
is a licensed CPA. Coursework
stresses concepts and procedures.
CPA exam-taking techniques will
be applied to the multiple choice
questions, problems and essays
given to students during the 10
weeks.
"This approach is essential to
success on the CPA exam," Dr.
Sheldon Mendelson, coordinator
of the CPA review program, said
"The exam has moved to a greater
emphasis on objective questions.
Multiple choice questions, problems and essays reviewed at GSU
cover the relevant aspects of the
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants pronouncements."
There is a $746 fee for this pr<>gram and a $119 charge for
books.
For registration information, or
details on the program, contact
Dr. Mendelson at GSU at (708) 5345000. extension 2247.
"Alcohol and Sexuality" meets
from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. both days
at the GSU Extension Center at
Orland Park Place Mall. 153rd
Street and LaGrange Road in
Orland Park. The workshop emphasizes the relationships among
alcoholism . biological functions.
personal attitudes. societal attitudes and psychological/sexual
problems.
The fee for this workshop is $90
for noncredit. If taken for one
credit hour. tuition is $96.50 for
undergraduates and $100 for
graduates.
To register for either of these
courses. call the GSU Office of
Conference and Workshops at
(708) 534-5000. x2320.

They maintained a style of living
that bordered on the extreme.
However, it was like the calm
before the storm. In a year's time
the number of days they were not
speaking to each other had steadily increased and their fights
became a daily occurrence.
They had been together for five
years and divorced for three
months when she got the wedding
announcement in the mail She
could not disguise the pain in her
voice. Near tears and wincing at
the humiliation she talked about
the incident. They had been making plans to reconcile.
'" It wasn't even an invitation,
just an announcement letting me
know he had gotten married two
weeks ago. David enclosed a letter
professing his love for me and
declaring the decision to get
married had been a struggle.
Since our relationship had been
stormy at best the last year, he
decided that there was no chance
for a successful reconciliation."
According to Catherine, David
could not find the words in his letter to adequately describe his new
wife's qualities. Catherine, on the

other hand had no trouble m summarizing her up as a "conniving,
self-centered shrew, who caught
David on the rebound."
Her assessment of David fared
better. She described him as
being soft-spoken and low-key,
possessed of a quiet intensity and
affecting a stage presence as if
always on display. "It was as if he
were standing in a spotlight and I
felt that if I stood close enough to
him the light would fall on me
too."
Suddenly the fog lifted and in
that moment it became clear just
how much Catherine had depended on David to help define her life.
She had fallen into one of those
traps whose absurdity she had so
often joked about. She was no longer someone who knew better.
Catherine was a tough businesswoman, who smiled easily
and laughed often. She had
struggled hard to prove herself in
a grueling business based on her
own individual accomplishments
and merits. She had been successful in making a niche for herself in
the corporate world. Yet, in her
personal life instead of fighting
back, she was content to conjure
up memories celebrating a man
whose actions she chose to
defend
Listening to her, it was impossible to detect any rage or bitterness against David. Having known

' GSU to Host NUTN Summer Meeting J
UNIVERSITY PARK - About
100 guests from across the country are expected for the National
University Teleconference Network (NUTN) summer meeting
hosted by Governors State University July 24 through 27.
Participants at the conference
will be meeting in Chicago and on
the GSU campus in University
Park.
NUTN is a 250-member consortium of two and four-year colleges
and universities serving teleconferencing needs of higher education.
Keynote speaker for the conference is Charles Benton. chairman of Films Inc. and Public
Media Inc. He also is chairman of
the Benton Foundation and has
served as an appointee on a White
House task force on information
resources. Benton is considered a
pioneer on the uses of media in
achieving social goals.
Dr. Donald Sutton. executive
director of Mind Extension University. is a special guest speaker.
Mind Extension University. a division of Jones Intercable Inc .. is

Students Work
With Silver
Four GSU students recently
had the opportunity to work with
Fern Silver during a workshop
held June 3 at Sawyer Elementary
School in Chicago. Fern Silver is
widely recognized by businesses
and corporations for her motivational workshops. Silver, a former
teacher, is still committed to making a contribution to children's
lives, encouraging them to make
positive changes in their own
lives.
Sixty eighth graders attended
the workshop at Sawyer School.
The workshop was called "Fear,
Pride and Possibility." The objectives of the workshop were to acknowledge and confront fears of
everyday life. establish selfesteem and an attitude of pride in
one's own identity and recognize
the possibility of making a difference in the world.
Students who participated in
the workshop under the coordination of Mr. Glen Abbott were:
Steve Davis (COE). Pat Leonard
(CAS), Daneen Perkins (CBPA)
and Pam Tacker (COE).

cable television's fastest growing
educational channel with a potential audience of20 million. Several
GSU-produced teleclasses are
seen by students in other states on
the Jones Intercable channel.
Dr. Mel Muchnik. special assistant to the GSU president. and Dr.
Mark Tisone or Old Dominion University in Virginia are c<>-chairing the planning committee. Dr.
Dominic Candeloro of GSU's Office of Conferences and Workshops. and Tony Labriola. a
producer/director in the GSU Instructional Communications Center. also are serving on the
committee.
Governors State received the
Distinguished Program Award.
NUTN's highest programming
honor. for its 1990 videoconference "Corporate America and
the Environment" hosted by Bill
Kurtis. WBBM-TV's news anchor.
Because GSU has the capability to
send and receive video via
satellite. the program involved
guests not only on the GSU campus. but also in Washington. D.C..
and in San Francisco.
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Catherine for a long time and been
privy to the tales of David's
manipulation of her, his highhandedness and oftimes ruthless
behavior, one could not help wondering when the hostility toward
David would develop. Any minute
now, one would expect her to come
out with the classic line of "hunting him down and shooting him
like a dog" for the way he had
treated her. Her life was now
mirroring those women she had
read about and predicted she
would never become; fighting a
battle she never figured she would
lose.
It took her six months to realize
that there was another state outside of winning and losing; sometimes you win by not winning. She
can remember the complicated
and unflattering parts of her
marriage that she had conveniently forgotten without too much
pain. And for better or worse she
has a new attitude.
"Marriage is a business and like
any other business it can be dogeat-dog. David was one of the better bad guys but it's the good guys
that are going to happen for
me."

Stephanie B.all
Wins
Scholarship
UNIVERSITY PARK - Stephanie Ball or Park Forest is the
recipient or the Civil Service
Scholarship for the spring/
summer trimester at Governors
State University.
Stephanie, the daughter of
Larry and Katie Ball, will be a
sophomore at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She
is majoring in engineering.
She was selected for the GSU
scholarship based on her academic standing and her extracurricular activities. She has
maintained an 'A' average at U of
L and is a member of the Society
of Women Engineers.
Stephanie is a 1990 graduate of
Rich East High School where she
was an honors student. She was an
Illinois State Scholar, a National
Merit Commended Scholar and a
Presidential Award Scholar. She
was captain of the Porn Pon Squad
her senior year, a member of the
student council, the French
National Honor Society, tennis
team and yearbook staff.
The scholarship is offered to
GSU employees and their immediate family members. Katie
Ball has worked at the university
since 1978.

We be lien,,. at the requestfor aoortion is a cry for help. We
believe that we can find the solution a woman needs, .no
matter what the problem, to avoid killing her unborn child
We believe that every wom;m is a person. of worth and
dignity, especially when she is t.-arryin& a new life witlun
her.
Our services an otfe~d tree of charge to any
pregnant woman in need of them.
PnpucJ tad..
EaaploJIIIe•t
H".a.l
Lept uslstuce
Medical Can
Flaaaclal Aid
Hospital care
Psychiatric help
C"aMIIIDI
Adoptloa referral
Aaercy sapport
Frfeadshlp
Edacadoa placemeat

irthright of Chicago
11235 S. Western Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60643
Phone (312) 233-0305
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ADVERTISE
(Continued from page 1)
return for airing Channel One,
schools have accepted $50,000 in
television equipment Channel
One must be shown in the schools
for at least three years, or the
schools relinquish the equipment
In 1972, Dr. Rank organized the
Committee on Public Doublespeak for the National Council of
Teachers of Education as a
··watchdog" group focused on the
language used by advertisers and
politicians. He admits the committee's work has been an uphill
battle. At present Dr. Rank has
turned his attention to Channel
One's influence on young viewers.
Some educators see ads in the
classroom as reasonable tradeoffs. But Dr. Rank and other
educators caution, the packaging
of news with ads is "a serious escalation of commercialism in the
classroom, selling students in
wholesale lots as a captive
audience.
"Most schools give very little
training about how to analyze persuasion, especially of non- rational
techniques. Yetkidstodaywillsee
more than 200,000 TV commercials before they enter first
grade."
He is willing to provide teachers with free classroom material
that can help inform students
about the effects of advertising.
His quick, easy approach is "The
30-Second Spot Quiz" available at
some public libraries on the ERIC
system (ED273974). A copy of the
teaching aid will be mailed to anyone who sends a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to CounterPropaganda Press, Box 365, Park
Forest, IL 60466.
His book discusses advertising
with examples of many of the
latest techniques and devices.
such as '800' and '900' phone numbers, "infomercials" and "advertorials," as well as ads embedded
in movies.
"I believe the issue is not the
presence of ads in the classroom,"
he says, "but the purpose of why
they're there and the procedures
of how they're handled. If students
are expected to be passive
receivers of these persuasive
messages, either in terms of buying the products or of 'feeling
good' about them, then there
should be no ads: no Channel
One, no commercialism in the
classroom"
Instead of dism1ssing ads as
trivial annoyances, Dr Rank says
ads should be studied seriously as
well-crafted "units of persuasion"
that use non-rational means, such
as emotional appeals and association techniques.
" In a democratic society," he
argues, "we need to develop simple ways to teach the greatest
number of people how to understand the predictable patterns of
persuasion we see in advertising
and political rhetoric."
Dr. Rank's book is available for
$14.95 also from Counter-Propaganda Press.

Festival Tickets
on Sale
Advance discount tickets for
the Stoney Run Bluegrass Festival are on sale at Deep River
Stoney Run, Lemon Lake, Gibso~
Woods, and Lake Etta County
Par~s. at the park department
busmess office in the government
complex, and at Woodmar Records
in the Woodmar Shopping Center
· until Friday, August 2. Save $2.00
over the gate price. Children
under age 12 are free. The Stoney
Run Bluegrass Festival will be
held from 11 am until8 p.m on
August 3 & 4 at Stoney Run County
Park. Call219/769-PARKformore
information.
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Dr. Roy Lacey Appointed
to GSU Foundation
UNIVERSITY PARK- Dr. Roy
Lacey of Olympia Fields has been
appointed to the Board of Directors of the Governors State University Foundation. He will join a
board of 24 members in making
decisions relating to special outside funding for the university.
Dr. Lacey is the regional medical director for General Motors
Corp. He has been on the GM staff
since 1981. In his current position,
he is responsible for the development and implementation of procedures for all GM health and
wellness activities in the Chicago
region. His job includes coordinatingwellness programs, community activities, employee assistance
programs, workers compensation, industrial hygiene and
safety programs.
The new GSU Foundation board
member also is a clinical assis-

Dr. Roy Lacy
tant professor of preventive
medicine and community health

at the University of Illinois
College of Medicine, and he maintains a family practice in
Chicago.
Dr. Lacey received a bachelor's
degree in biology from the University of Illinois at Chicago, and
his medical degree from the
Chicago College of Osteopathic
Medicine. He also received a master's degree in public health from
the University of Michigan and
holds membership in the National
Medical Association, the Illinois
and American Academies of
Family Physicians, the American
Medical Association, the Illinois
State Medical Society and the
Chicago Medical Society and
Chicago Industrial Medical
Society.
Dr. Lacey serves as a member
of School District 162, the South
Cook County NAACP, the Accounters Community Center board and
the Midwest Association for Sickle Cell Anemia advisory board,
and is chairman of the Department of Family Practice at St.
Francis Hospital in Blue Island.

Your Regional PubUc University
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY

PSC Offer
GED Cour e
CHICAGO HEIGHTS- Prairie
State College is offering several
GED review courses at Rich South
High School, 5000 Sauk Trai~
Richton Park, this fall These
review classes are offered for
students who need instruction
before taking the high school
equivalency exam There are five
review areas: English, social
studies, science, reading and
math.
"GED Reading" is scheduled
for Tuesday and Wednesday from
6:00-6:50 p.m., "GED Math" meets
Tuesday and Wednesday from
7:00-7:50 p.m and "GED English"
meets Tuesday and Wednesday
from 8:00-8:50 p.m
For further information call
709-3721 or 709-3722.
General Registration for fall
classes is August 20 and 21 from
10:00 am-7:00p.m Classes begin
August 26 and end December 20.

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY

presents

presents a

Communication Workshop

MANAGING PEOPLE
Friday and Saturday
August 2 and 3, 1991
9 a.rn.-5 p.m.
at
Governors State University
University Park, Illinois
sponsored by

The College o( ArU and Sciences
DMalon ol Conunurucauona
and

Presented by:
Michael Reagan
Friday 6 Saturday, August 9 6 10, 1991

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

at
Governors State University
University Park, 111.

The OO'Ice ol Conferences and Workshopa

.

Dr. June Patton Accepts
Appointment to NEH

UNIVERSITY PARK - Dr.
June Patton, professor of history
and policy analysis at Governors
State University, has accepted a
one year appointment with the
National Endowment for thE'
Humanities (NEH).
Dr. Patton will begin work Sept.
1 as a humanities administrator in
the Division of Research Programs at the endowment's
national headquarters in Washington, D.C.
In this position, Dr. Patton will
be responsible for processing applications, selecting programs for
grants and monitoring current
grant projects. The Division of
Research Programs develops, administers and coordinates programs to support humanities
research and to make resources
for such research available to
researchers, scholars and professors who advance the humanities in the United States.
An NEH appointment, such as
the one extended to Dr. Patton, is
given by invitation only. Dr. Patton has been involved as a consultant and mentor on several
projects that previously were submitted to the National Endowment for the Humanities for
consideration. She also has
developed a national reputation

for her research on AfricanAmerican history
In accepting the NEH appointment, Dr. Patton declined a Carter
G. Woodson Distinguished Scholar-In-Residence appointment at
the Association for the Study of
Afro-American Life and History
in Washington, D.C.
Dr. Patton has been a member
of the GSU faculty since August
1973. She received tenure in April
1980. She completed her doctorate
at the University of Chicago in
June 1980 becoming the first black
women in the history of the university to receive a doctoral degree in history of education.
Dr. Patton received bachelor's
and master's degrees from
Roosevelt University, and a master's degree from the University
of Chicago.
During her years as a faculty
member. Dr. Patton has received
excellent comments from students who commend her for her
thorough knowledge of her
subject.
She recently returned to the
University of Chicago for work in
public policy and became a
research associate on the Metropolitan Opportunity Project.
The 1988 study focused on five

Dr. June Patton

major U.S. cities in terms of
educational and employment opportunities for minorities. As an
outgrowth of her research, Dr.
Patton published her findings on
admissions applications to 14
public and private colleges and

universities in Atlanta which
showed a decline in the number of
applications from young black
men.
Her research topics are varied.
They include "Miscegenation during the Ante-Bellum Period,"
"The Black Mammy Monument
Movement," "Third World
Women: The Struggle Continues,"
and "Education and Freedom."
She has been working as a consultant to the Illinois Humanities
Council on its project on Chicago's
West Side black neighborhoods,
and has been asked to write chapters for the Fisk University collection "Notable Black American
Women," for "American National
Biography," a 20-volume collection of American biographies for
Oxford University Press, and for
"Biographies of Black Women" to
be published in October by Carlson Publishing Inc.
Dr. Patton also has agreed to
serve as a committee member of
the 1993 Black Women's History
Project sponsored by The Ohio
State University.
In 1990, Dr. Patton chaired the
75th Annual Meeting of The
- Association for the Study of Afr<r
American Life and History which
brought authors Alex Haley, Carlos Moore, Vincent Harding and
other leaders in African-American history and scholarship to
Chicago.
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John Lawler to Perforn1
at GSU Aug. 17

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
Office of Student Life
Presents

with
John Lawler
and
Emcee

Dennis Brennan

Saturday, August 17, 1991 7 p.m.
GSU Campus Community Center
Bring the family out for on enjoyable evening of music and fun. Tables for suppers or
just viewing the show ore available for on additional $1 per person at the door or in
advance. Enjoy the concert In air-conditioned comfort from your table or concert
seating.
Please. NO ALCOHOUC beverages allowed. Enter building through the main entrance. Discounted advance tickets ore available ttvough the GSU cashier or by moil.

AT DOOR ADVANCE

General Admission .............................................................................. $8
Senior citizens. GSU faculty or staff. Campus Community
Center members .............................................................................. 57
GSU student. GSU Alumni Association members with
valid GSU ID and their children under 12 ...................................... -(}
General Admission children under 12 ............................................... $4

SS

$4
$3
$3

ITable Seating: Add $1 More Per Person I
For general ticket Information and group rates, call 008) 534-S(XX), Extension 2123.
This event co-sponsored by the Student Program Action Council.

Criminal

Jn~tice

JOHN LAWLER HAS BEEN ENTERTAINING AUDIENCES AROUND THE COUNTRY WITH
HIS UNIQUE STYLE OF ACOUSTIC GUITAR PLAYING FOR THE LAST TEN YEARS.
HE WAS ONE OF ONLY EIGHT GUITARISTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD CHOSEN TO
PERFORM AT THE 1989 AMERICAN PINGERSTYLE GUITAR FESTIVAL, AM EVENT
HELD ONCE EVERY THREE YEARS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN •
LAWLER, 30, HAS OPENED FOR JAZZ TRUMPETER MAYNARD FERGUSON AND WAS
PERSONALLY INVITED BY WORLD RENOWN CLASSICAL GUITARIST, BENJAMIN
VERDERY, TO PERFORM AT MR. VERDERY'S KASTERCLASS HELD IN CHICAGO
LAST YEAR. LAWLER IS CURRENTLY PROMOTING HIS SOON TO BE RELEASED
DEBUT ALBUM, WHICH WILL FEATURE HIS ORIGINAL SIX AND TWELVE STRING
GUITAR INSTRUMENTAL 1 S,

tndent~

arr Busy
Attenclin~ ~Ieetin:.r~ and ~ innin~ Awards
UNIVERSITY PARK - Three
Governors State University students and a professor recently
attended the annual meeting of
the Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences in Nashville.
Students Debra Armstrong,
Venessa Hendricks and Dina
Stipes were accompanied by Dr.
Jagan LingamnenL professor of
criminal justice at GSU.
"Students who attend these conferences always have a great
educational experience, and come
away refreshed and with lots of
new ideas to share with other GSU
students," Dr. Lingamneni said.
He also was a panelist at the
meeting giving a presentation on
"Computer Applications for Criminal Justice."
GSU offers a bachelor's degree
in criminal justice.
Travel and hotel accommodations for the GSU students
were underwritten by the Office of
Student Life and the Criminal Justice Club.

UNIVERSITY PARK- Governors State University student
Cynthia Thurman of University
Park won a $300 second prize from
the American Society for Industrial Security's Chicago Region
Also nominated was student
Denise Jones of Richton Park.
Thurman and Jones were
selected for their academic standing. student participation and
commitment to begin a career in
criminal justice. They were
nominated by Drs. Jagan Lingamneni and 0.W. Goldenstein, pr<>fessors at public administration
Thurman and Jones are members of the Criminal Justice Club
on campus. Thurman, a senior,
will soon be doing an internship at
Aunt Martha's Youth Service Center. Jones, also a senior, worked in
law enforcement for 10 years as a
police dispatcher in DuPage
County.

Cfsggifletl

{708} 534-SfXXJ x2140
Typing Seroices

,...

Resumes Plus
The Complete Resume Writing Service
EXPERT CoMPOSITIOS

a war

Governor's State University "Outstanding Student Teacher oft e e

&

Professional Word Processing
Hickory Hills location
• term papers
• labels
• resumes
• repetitive letters
• correspondence • all general typing

The

Word
~ Connectio'L

t43D-8%88

t-

LASER PltriTING

Special Student Rate
$55
complete service includes
• Carc·1r Information
• 25 R6sum6s/25 letterheads
• ~elf-Mar'~<eting Tools
• Convenient Sarvice by Mail
• Cover Letter Instructions • Free Updates for One 'har

Call 708-957-1755
24 HOUR ANSWERING SEIMCE

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING &
TYPING SERVICES
Accurate - Fast - Profflssion&!
ReseaLch/Te~m Papers, incl. HPA
F• ~mat. Resumes/Cover Lette r s .
C..sll Today! Aslt frr Cheryl.
(a15) 4et-i3i3

SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS

PARKER ENTERPRISES
(708) 747-5091
,;
,;
,;
,;

Term Papers
Thesis Papers
Resumes
Wold ProcesSing
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,;
,;
,;

/

A~

GraphiCS
8
Flyers
,.....
Newsletters
Re5110nable
Las« Prinlir>g
Rat••

Help Wanted
CERTIFIED AQUA INSTRUCTOR needed. Swim instructors
and aquaci.se instructors with
valid certifications wanted to
teach Campus Community Center
classes. Call: 534-3844 or 534-5000
X2214 for further

w

...

.

